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Every day thousands of women across the United States
and around the world have a simple surgery. Mesh is used
in pelvic floor surgery or prolapse surgery, hysterectomies
and Cesarean sections. It is also used to repair hernias in
both men and women.
There are SO MANY ways they use MeSH these days.
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The complications are sometimes immediate... and
sometimes develop years later. So many horrible adverse
events. You don't realize the lives damaged all around
you. The next time you watch a woman with a walking
cane... hobbling across the street... maybe you'll wonder if
she's one of the thousands damaged by MeSH.
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Injuries caused by pelvic floor mesh are often permanent
and debilitating. Pelvic medical mesh is difficult to remove.
Few doctors in the world know how to do it without causing
hemorrhage or permanent nerve damage and disability.
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These injuries can happen to women of all ages
young and old
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We need ALL MeSH removed from the market...
for the next generation...
for your daughters and your granddaughters.
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Stop this mutilation... Stop this Madness.
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Please join our campaign to raise awareness
on the complications and deaths of women
due to medical mesh disasters.
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